
The Swiss conductor, Ernest Ansermet, came from a musical family; he successively studied the clarinet, violin 
and brass instruments, which he used in fanfares; later he wrote military 
marches for the Swiss army which he did not consider important. Besides 
Music, he studied Mathematics in Lausanne and graduated with a Diploma in 
1903; until 1906 he taught at the Lausanne Grammar School, then he 
decided to continue his studies at the Sorbonne and, at the same time, to 
attend courses at the Paris Conservatory. After his return to Lausanne, he 
taught Mathematics for one more year before devoting himself entirely to 
music.
 Ansermet was a particular advocate of the Swiss composers Arthur 
Honegger and Frank Martin. He conducted the first performances of the 
following works of A. Honegger: Horace victorieux (1921), Chant de joie 
(1923), Rugby (1928) and Pacific 231 (1923), which was dedicated to him, and of the following works of Frank 
Martin: Symphonie (1938), In terra pax (1945), Der Sturm (1956), Le mystère de la Nativité (1959), Monsieur de 
Pourceaugnac (1963) and Les Quatre Éléments, which were dedicated to him. Also important were the first 
performances of Benjamin Britten’s The Rape of Lucretia (1946) and Cantata misericordium (1963).
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Stravinsky: ``Pulcinella'' Suite
 Igor Stravinsky, 1882-1970. Suite from the ballet Pulcinella, after themes by Giovanni Battista Pergolesi 
(1710-1736). Ballet completed 1920, first performance May 15, 1920, in Paris; suite completed 1922, revised 
1949, first performance December 22, 1922, in Boston. Scored for chamber orchestra of 2 each flutes, 
oboes, bassoons, and horns, 1 trumpet, 1 trombone, string quintet, and strings.
 In the spring of 1919, Serge Diaghilev, the impresario who had collaborated with Stravinsky on such 
successes as The Rite of Spring, The Firebird, and Petrushka, suggested to the composer that he write a 
ballet based on some of Pergolesi's music. At first Stravinsky demurred, not being particularly fond of the 
Pergolesi he knew (primarily the Stabat Mater), but Diaghilev showed him some little-known manuscripts 
which caught his fancy, and so he agreed to the idea.
 Pulcinella was an important turning point in Stravinsky's career, for it led him into the so-called 
``neo-classical'' style which was to dominate his output for the next several decades. Unlike his earlier 
ballets, which were characterized by huge orchestras, and innovative rhythms, Pulcinella is relatively simple 
and sparse, scored for 33 chamber players and 3 vocal soloists, and sticking mostly to time signatures that 
had been used two centuries earlier. But even though Stravinsky used Pergolesi's melodies and bass lines 
with little change, he managed to put his own unmistakable stamp on the ballet through his use of modern 
harmonies and occasional rhythmic modifications.
 In the ballet, Pulcinella, a traditional hero of Neapolitan commedia dell'arte, has captured the hearts of all 
the local girls. Enraged, their fiances plot to kill him, but he outwits them and substitutes a double, who 
feigns death and is then ``revived'' by a disguised Pulcinella. When the young men return, Pulcinella 
arranges marriages for everyone, and himself weds Pimpinella to produce the requisite happy ending.
 Despite minor squabbles between the various principals, the first production (with costumes and scenery 
by Picasso) was a huge success. When Stravinsky later turned the ballet into a concert suite, he selected 
11 movements from the original 18, replacing the vocal solos with instrumental passages. It is in this form, 
as well as in Stravinsky's transcriptions for violin or 'cello with piano (under the title Suite Italienne), that 
the work has achieved its greatest popularity.

Stravinsky: Scherzo à la Russe - It was one of the abandoned movie ventures that lead to the creation of 
Scherzo à la russe. Originally designed for a war film with a Russian setting, the Scherzo sounds as 
though it were actually composed to be part of Petrushka with its playfully folk-infused character. Stravinsky 
saw an opportunity to resurrect the piece when he received a commission from the famous Paul Whiteman 
Band for some “symphonic jazz” to be heard on a 1944 radio performance. The arrangement Stravinsky 
designed for Whiteman’s unique ensemble of 6 saxophones, 8 strings and assorted other winds, brass and 
percussion is indeed masterful but, in truth, has very little actual jazz in it. After the broadcast Stravinsky, 
still eager to find the right setting for his fun little Scherzo, created the full orchestra version in 1945 that 
has proven the most effective with audiences. Stravinsky himself led the 1946 premiere of this iteration in 
San Francisco and though the work might not belong on the first page of Stravinsky’s catalogue, it is a 
charming example of his brighter wartime efforts, of which so few have a regular presence on symphony 
stages these days. It is illustrative that Stravinsky’s willingness to take on such varied “commercial” projects 
in America did not include any degradation of his personal artistic standards. The craft and genius were 
nearly always present, regardless of how far afield he tried to range.         

Rimsky Korsakov Dubinushka music fared well during the Soviet regime. Officials surely approved of his 
liberal use of Russian folk music and it didn't hurt that Rimsky-Korsakov had sympathized with a student 
uprising in 1905. In fact, he was temporarily dismissed from the St. Petersburg Conservatory, and 
performances of his music were briefly banned. Later that year, on a visit to Moscow, Rimsky-Korsakov 
witnessed a demonstration along Tverskoi Boulevard and heard the marchers sing Dubinushka (The Little 

Oak Stick), an old folk tune. Inspired to make musical trouble, Rimsky-Korsakov went back to St. 
Petersburg and arranged the song for orchestra with optional chorus (usually omitted). Like Ravel's 
Boléro, Dubinushka is an exercise in orchestration rather than thematic development. The tune being 
simple, Rimsky-Korsakov repeats it -- or, in the central section, important fragments of it -- with various 
combinations of instruments. The first statement in full is brassy, with a string section response. Strings 
and woodwinds handle the quieter sections and of course, the full orchestra joins in the stirring finale. A 
similar effect with more varied thematic material may be heard in the "Procession of the Nobles" from 
Rimsky-Korsakov's opera Mlada.

Respighi: Suite Rossiniana: Italy's leading orchestral composer had scored a big hit in 1919 with his 
score to the Leonid Massine ballet La Boutique Fantasque, which comprised orchestrations of Rossini 
piano music from Les Reins ("mere nothings") the collection of about 180 pieces that Rossini wrote during 
his long retirement. (Sometimes these are called "Sins of my Old Age" because that is how the composer 
described them.)
 Respighi revisited this source of musical delights a few years later when he created an orchestral suite 
he called Rossiniana. Complete in 1925, this time Respighi treated the original material more freely, being 
unbound by the limitations of a ballet libretto. It is a very colorful score (typical of Respighi) in which 
Rossini's music seems to be absorbed into the more modern style of Respighi. The four movements are: 
" Capri e Taormina (Barcarola e Siciliana)"; "Lamento"; "Intermezzo"; and "Tarantella 'Puro sangue'."

Respighi: Fountains of Rome Ottorino Respighi explained that he composed his symphonic poem 
Fontane di Roma (The Fountains of Rome), "to reproduce by means of tone an expression of nature," 
and to impart a feeling for the "principal events of Roman life." Based upon the sentiments and visions 
suggested to him by four of Rome's fountains, he noted in the score that each movement was 
"contemplated at the hour in which their character is most in harmony with the surrounding landscape or 
in which their beauty appears most impressive to the observer." The poem is remembered as his most 
creative turning point, as it constituted his first great success as an orchestral composer and has become 
his best known work.
 Respighi arrived in Rome in 1913, when it was becoming Italy's most vigorous center of orchestral 
concert-giving, thus providing stimulation for Fontane di Roma. Prior to his arrival there, he taught at the 
Bologna Liceo Musicale. While in Bologna, he associated with the lega dei Cinque, an anti-establishment 
pressure-group, whose members included Pizzetti, Malipiero, Bastianelli, and Renzo Bossi. Although he 
had studied violin as a child, during this time he was more active as a piano accompanist than as a 
string player. When he was denied a permanent post in Bologna, he applied elsewhere, gaining a 
position as professor of composition at the Liceo Musicale di S Cecilia, Rome. He flourished there as a 
teacher. His students included Elsa Olivieri, whom he married in 1919. Rome, in its positive stage of 
musical development, provided Respighi with the perfect opportunity to present Fontane di Roma, which, 
although not immediately accepted, eventually brought him enormous success, wealth, and reputation.
 In Rome, where the water has been good since ancient times, fountains carrying public water are an 
attraction in nearly every square. The fountains about which Respighi wrote, as well as many others in 
the area, were actually created in the Baroque style in the seventeenth century by the sculptor Bernini. 
The first part of the poem is inspired by the "Fountain of Valle Giulia" and depicts its peaceful pastoral 
landscape, where cattle pass at dawn. Blasts of horns and trills from the orchestra conjure up the image 
of joyful tritons and water-nymphs mingling and splashing at the "Triton Fountain." The "Fountain of 
Trevi" at midday, with a solemn theme, assumes a triumphal character depicting Neptune's chariot 
passing across the water, drawn by seahorses, followed by tritons and sirens. Finally, birds sing and 
bells toll to close the day at the "Villa Medici Fountain."
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Ansermet conducts Stravinsky - Respighi - Rimsky-Korsakov Ernest Ansermet & L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande

1.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Sinfonia 1:53
2.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Serenata 3:11
3.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Scherzino 1:32
4.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Allegro 1:12
5.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Andantino 1:17
6.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Tarantella 2:00
7.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Toccata 0:52
8.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Gavotta con due variazioni 4:07
9.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Vivo 1:28
10.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Minuetto 2:31

11.Stravinsky: Pulcinella Finale 2:07
12.Stravinsky: Scherzo à la Russe 4:20
13.Rimsky Korsakov Dubinushka, Op. 62 4:22
14.Respighi: Suite Rossiniana Caprie Taormina 6:37
15.Respighi: Suite Rossiniana Lamento 7:05
16.Respighi: Suite Rossiniana Intermezzo 1:58
17.Respighi: Suite Rossiniana Tarantella "Puro sangue" 7:09
18.Respighi: Fountains of Rome - The Fountain of Valle Giulia 3:54
19.Respighi: Fountains of Rome - The Villa Medici Fountain 5:08
20.Respighi: Fountains of Rome - The Fountain of Trevi 3:14
21.Respighi: Fountains of Rome - The Triton Fountain 2:25

Stravinsky Pulcinella Suite - Scherzo à la Russe

Respighi  Rossiniana - Fountains of Rome

Rimsky-Korsakov  Dubinushka

Ernest Ansermet & L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande


